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Helping you in the quest for a conversational AI that truly 
connects with people.

The non-deterministic nature of NLP-based bots and user’s lack of familiarity with conversational 

delivering value to businesses that are investing in this emerging technology. 

questions and other similar questions around how to design a conversational bot (text or voice) to 

be successful and introduce you to the art and science of conversation design. 

Summary



Relative maturing of AI allowing to move away from brittle rule-based bots. This includes

conversational channels, including messaging and access to
user base for chatbots

Chapter 1
Introduction

existence for over

In 2011, IBM's Watson made quite a few headlines

Jennings and Brad Rutter. In 2016, Google acquired API.ai, which then evolved

2017. 

smoothly run into hundreds of thousands, if not millions. 



What happened then? 

What is conversation design? 

Going by Google trends

trend has acquired a more sober, yet growing trajectory. 

the inability to understand what users were trying to achieve, the lack of useful use cases 

been able to sustain the interest over time.

synchronous), conversation design can greatly vary. 
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Conversational design - current industry trends

the art and the science of conversation design.  

these and much more. 

Synchronous 

Text

Voice 

Nature

Asynchronous

Medium

Webchat

calls

Messaging

Webchat
(new gen)

Emails



Understand consumers context

Lead consumers through an automated dialogue to clarity intent

Provide real time insights to agents to resolve inquiries quickly

Identity consumers and address them by name

Try on

Online classes

Live chat

The key digital trends that we believe are driving Digital adoption are:



Voice Assistants EQ bots Customer Service

Productivity bots Creative bots Knowledge bots

Google Assistant

Siri

Alexa 

Cortona

Xioice

Mitsuku

Insommbot 3000

Act

Tinka (T-mobile)

X’ai’s Amy

Geekbot 

Trello bot 

Jira cloud bot 

Polly (Slack) 

CISR (Delvinia) 

Inca 

Remesh

Emirates

KLM

Wordsmith

Toutiao

Molly - Thegrid.io

Do Not Pay (Legal)

Alya ( Women health) 

Dr. AI

Melody ( Medical) 

Unicorn Bay (Stocks)

Market Research bots Planning bots

Chapter 3
Challenges in Conversation Designing

like a human. Bots are human made at this juncture and might not be able to answer everything that a user 

might ask. 

content into the bot. There are several bots that have been launched with state-of-the-art technology by huge 

multinationals, which have been heavily disliked by users since the bot did not answer the questions right, 



know how to understand what others around the baby are talking. At the age of 2 the baby now starts 

learns so many things in school and college. As an adult it can now understand conversations and also 

Bots that don’t understand user sentences

We know that all bots have a learning curve, but it could be extremely annoying for the user if the

understanding user intent.

A good news bot like CNN created frustration when it understood only the word “Unsubscribe” with

no other words in the sentence should users want to unsubscribe to news content.

Domain and function related bots don’t need to be very chatty



Ease users into sharing information that users could hesitate to share

a young girl who has just started menstruating about her natural bodily change or a medical bot that

discussions and making the users comfortable to talk and reveal things will be the key issue along

Multi-lingual bots come with challenges in language nuances. Literal translation from English to

common mistakes that bots make.

then the bot is sure to not be sustainable in the long run. 
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Conversation Analytics

1. Bot Performance

We bucket the indices into 4 buckets

right data driven decisions at the right time.

if the conversation was engaging enough for the user

if the answers from the bot needs to be enhanced or

right answers to user questions

total questions asked by the user with the number of

bot not being able to answer those.

Conversational 
Analytics

Indices that matter

Bot Performance indices
Average # of message

Bot bounce Rate

Bot click through rate 

and Satisfaction

# of unique users

Average conversation time

Conversation Analysis

User feedback analysis

Conversation log analysis

Bot Metrics Analysis



2. User Adoption and Satisfaction

3. Conversation Anaylsis

This bucket focuses to understand what the users are looking to use the bot for. Do they have a few 

These set of matrices are the best judge of the content that we have trained the bot on. This would be 

irrelevant or was out of context. 



most conversations, then that’s something that needs to be given a second look at. Low score would

Chapter 5
Survey Findings – Primary Research

4. Bot Metrics Analysis



1. Who are we empathizing with

Technology enthusiasts 
Use or have interacted with chatbots and voice assistants. 

2. What they need to do

7. What do they think & feel

Privacy of my conversation

no motivation to interact

Bot need to take the center stage with an objective to save 

time for the consumer - not just as an alternative channel

Save time 

conversations

Pains

motivate their behavior

Gains

5. What do they do

6. What do they hear

Its like talking to a child 

Conversations are too long, why can I 

Bot just collect all my information, 

homes

Some bots got racist in a day.  AI is 

out of control

Leverage voice assistants for music and other informational queries

2. What do they see
Bots which are useful at times answering

their queries, solving their

But at times annoyed by the lack of

conversations.



Voice assistants soon to be mainstreamVoice & bot technology adoption

Total Survey participants 
590

Likelihood to recommend conversational bots
-19 NPS

Nearly 44% of the consumers have interacted with 
chatbots but considering the audience of this survey 

An engaging conversation

Entertaining and with a sense of humour

and set reminders

interactions and intrusive 
were found to be the key 

bots

who have used 
conversational ai, 34% of 

with their bot interactions.

have never interacted with 

the need for a 
conversational bot and 

Voice & bot technology adoption

Early
Adopters

36%

Poten al
converts

38%

Non-
Believers

26%

Voice assistants have high traction, but Chatbots still lack adoption

Conversational AI - What are consumers looking for 

Conversational AI – What do consumers expect from conversational bots

38%Never or barely interacted

Chatbots only users

30%

18%

14%

100% 0% 100%

100% 0% 100%



“Provide correct recommendations and 

Risk Analyst

“Provide correct recommendations and 

Risk Analyst

“In case of indirect questions or when 

answer which are closely relevant to 

Technical Lead

“'Introduce human character like mascot 
UX Architect

Imagine if you're talking to customer 
service on an issue. You start with a long 

human would ask clarifying questions 

brand- IT Manager

General 
Manager, IT

“'Customer service instead of waiting 

“one that integrates with several other 
Electrical 

“'Emotionally intelligent” 
Sr. Risk Analyst

Swiss Student

“Answer questions quickly and correctly, 
feel interactive like I am working with a 

Brand Marketing Technologist

“Bots are ok, but when you are getting 

Director

answers which I already know, and its 
waste of time.”  - Technical Architect



Introduction to the bot and the functional areas that it is going to be designed for

designed for a bot

Tone of voice

Usage of words

Chapter 6
Best Practices 

Now that we have had a look at the current trends, challenges in conversation designing and the KPIs that we 

manner so that we do not miss out on any data that would be critical for user engagement with bots. 



Make a 
mind map

Build out a 
functional 

map

Create a 
Navigational 

Create a 
conversation 

Create Intent, 
utterance, 
Entity map



Mind map

functional areas that the bot 
should cover

Functional map

the sub functions and bot actions

Intent, Utterance, 
Entity map

utterances and entities

conversation design for a 



Chapter 7
Conclusion

of us focus on getting the technology right along with all the functionalities but equal or more 

master in its focus area.  

brought to life by the conversation designer. 

consumers will use this bot”

engage consumers

document a conversation design. 
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